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Abstract-Twitter has become one of the most important communication channels with its ability providing the 
most up-to-date and newsworthy information. Considering wide use of twitter as the source of information, 
reaching an interesting tweet for user among a bunch of tweets is challenging. A huge amount of tweets sent per 
day by hundred millions of users, information overload is inevitable. For extracting information in large volume 
of tweets, Named Entity Recognition (NER), methods on formal texts. However, many applications in 
Information Retrieval (IR) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) suffer severely from the noisy and short 
nature of tweets. In this paper, we propose a novel framework for tweet segmentation in a batch mode, called 
HybridSeg by splitting tweets into meaningful segments, the semantic or context information is well preserved 
and easily extracted by the downstream applications. HybridSeg finds the optimal segmentation of a tweet by 
maximizing the sum of the stickiness scores of its candidate segments. The stickiness score considers the 
probability of a segment being a phrase in English (i.e., global context) and the probability of a segment being a 
phrase within the batch of tweets (i.e., local context). For the latter, we propose and evaluate two models to 
derive local context by considering the linguistic features and term-dependency in a batch of tweets, 
respectively. HybridSeg is also designed to iteratively learn from confident segments as pseudo feedback. As an 
application, we show that high accuracy is achieved in named entity recognition by applying segment-based 
part-of-speech (POS) tagging. 
 

Index Terms-Twitter stream, Tweet segmentation, Named Entity Recognition, Linguistic processing 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Twitter, as a new type of social media, has seen 
tremendous growth in recent years. It has attracted 
great interests from both industry and academia. 
Many private and/or public organizations have been 
reported to monitor Twitter stream to collect and 
understand users opinions about the organizations. 
Nevertheless, due to the extremely large volume of 
tweets published every day, it is practically infeasible 
and unnecessary to listen and monitor the whole 
Twitter stream. Therefore, targeted Twitter streams 
are usually monitored instead; each such stream 
contains tweets that potentially satisfy some 
information needs of the monitoring organization. 
Targeted Twitter stream is usually constructed by 
filtering tweets with user-defined selection criteria 
depends on the information needs. Targeted Twitter 
stream is usually constructed by filtering tweets with 
predefined selection criteria (e.g., tweets published by 
users from a geographical region, tweets that match 
one or more predefined keywords). Due to its 
invaluable business value of timely information from 
these tweets, it is imperative to understand tweets’ 
language for a large body of downstream applications,  
 
 
 

 
 
 
such as named entity recognition (NER) [1], [3], [4], 
event detection and summarization [5], [6], [7], 
opinion mining [8], [9], sentiment analysis and many 
others. 
Given the limited length of a tweet (i.e., 140 
characters) and no restrictions on its writing styles, 
tweets often contain grammatical errors, misspellings, 
and informal abbreviations. The error-prone and short 
nature of tweets often make the word-level language 
models for tweets less reliable. For example, given a 
tweet “I call her, no answer. Her phone in the bag, she 
dancin.”, there is no clue to guess its true theme by 
disregarding word order (i.e., bag-of-word model). 
The situation is further exacerbated with the limited 
context provided by the tweet. That is, more than one 
explanation for this tweet could be derived by 
different readers if the tweet is considered in isolation. 
On the other hand, despite the noisy nature of tweets, 
the core semantic information is well preserved in 
tweets in the form of named entities or semantic 
phrases. For example, the emerging phrase “she 
dancin” in the related tweets indicates that it is a key 
concept – it classifies this tweet into the family of 
tweets talking about the song “She Dancin”, a trend 
topic in Bay Area in Jan, 2013 
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Fig.1.Example of tweet Segmentation 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Literature survey is the most important step in 
software development process. Before developing the 
tool it is necessary to determine the time factor, 
economy n company strength. Once these things r 
satisfied, ten next steps are to determine which 
operating system and language can be used for 
developing the tool. Once the programmers start 
building the tool the programmers need lot of external 
support. This support can be obtained from senior 
programmers, from book or from websites. Before 
building the system the above consideration are taken 
into account for developing the proposed system. 
Both tweet segmentation and named entity 
recognition  are considered important subtasks in 
NLP. Many existing NLP techniques heavily rely on 
linguistic features, such as POS tags of the 
surrounding words, word capitalization, trigger words 
(e.g., Mr., Dr.), and gazetteers. These linguistic 
features, together with effective supervised learning 
algorithms (e.g., hidden markov model (HMM) and 
conditional random field (CRF)), achieve very good 
performance on formal text corpus [14], [15], [16]. 
However, these  techniques experience severe 
performance deterioration on tweets because of the 
noisy and short nature of the latter. There have been a 
lot of attempts to incorporate tweet’s unique 
characteristics into the conventional NLP techniques. 
To improve POS tagging on tweets, Ritter et al. train a 
POS tagger by using CRF model with conventional 
and tweet-specific features [3]. Brown clustering is 
applied in their work to deal with the ill-formed 
words. Gimple et al. incorporate tweet-specific 
features including at-mentions, hashtags, URLs, and 
emotions [5] with the help of a new labeling scheme. 
In their approach, they measure the confidence of 
capitalized words and apply phonetic normalization to 
ill-formed words to address possible peculiar writings 
in tweets. It was reported to outperform the state-of-
the-art Stanford POS tagger on tweets. Normalization 
of ill-formed words in tweets has established itself as 
an important research problem. A supervised 
approach is employed in to first identify the ill-formed 
words. Then, the correct normalization of the ill-
formed word is selected based on a number of lexical 

similarity measures. Both supervised and 
unsupervised approaches have been proposed for 
named entity recognition in tweets. T-NER, a part of 
the tweet-specific NLP framework in [3], first 
segments named entities using a CRF model with 
orthographic, contextual, dictionary and tweet-
specific features. It then labels the named entities by 
applying Labeled-LDA with the external knowledge 
base Freebase.2 The NER solution proposed in [4] is 
also based on a CRF model. It is a two-stage 
prediction aggregation model. In the first stage, a 
KNN-based classifier is used to conduct wordlevel 
classification, leveraging the similar and recently 
labeled tweets. In the second stage, those predictions, 
along with other linguistic features, are fed into a CRF 
model for finer-grained classification. Chua et al. 
propose to extract noun phrases from tweets using an 
unsupervised approach which is mainly based on POS 
tagging. Each extracted noun phrase is a candidate 
named entity. 

3. ANALYSIS OF PROBLEM 

3.1 Existing system 
    Nowadays we have so many social networking 
sites. But we are using all sites for update states and 
sharing photos, videos and so on. There is no alert for 
bad weather situation, earthquakes and so on. That’s 
why we will go to do develop those options in 
existing system. 
Disadvantage 

1. Time loss. 
2. Quality of message reduced. 

 
3.2  Problem Statement 
 This paper presents a real-time nature of Twitter that 
is designed to ascertain whether we can extract valid 
information from it. An event notification system that 
monitors tweets and delivers notification promptly 
using knowledge from the investigation. In this, we 
take three steps: first, we crawl numerous tweets 
related to target events; second, we propose 
probabilistic models to extract events from those 
tweets and estimate locations of events; finally, we 
developed an alerting reporting system that extracts 
earthquakes from Twitter and sends a message to 
registered users. Here, we explain our methods using 
an earthquake as a target event. 
 
3.3 Scope 
First, to obtain tweets on the target event precisely, 
we apply semantic analysis of a tweet. For example, 
users might make tweets such as “Earthquake!” or 
“Now it is shaking,” for which earthquake or shaking 
could be keywords, but users might also make tweets 
such as “I am attending an Earthquake Conference,” 
or “Someone is shaking hands with my boss.” We 
prepare the training data and devise a classifier using 
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a Support Vector Machine (SVM) based on features 
such as keywords in a tweet, the number of words, 
and the context of target-event words. After doing so, 
we obtain a probabilistic spatiotemporal model of an 
event. We then make a crucial assumption: each 
Twitter user is regarded as a sensor and each tweet as 
sensory information. 
 
3.4 Applications of Proposed System 
      1] Our work is also related to entity linking (EL). 
EL is to identify the mention of a named entity and 
link it to an entry in a knowledge base like Wikipedia. 
    2] Through our framework, we demonstrate that   
local linguistic features are more reliable than term-
dependency in guiding the segmentation process. This 
finding opens opportunities for tools developed for 
formal text to be applied to tweets which are believed 
to be much more noisy than formal text. 
3]  Helps in preserving Semantic meaning of tweets. 

3.4.1 Objective 
• HybridSeg finds the optimal segmentation of 

a tweet by maximizing the sum of the 
stickiness scores of its candidate segments.  

• The stickiness score considers the probability 
of a segment being a phrase in English (i.e., 
global context) and the probability of a 
segment being a phrase within the batch of 
tweets (i.e., local context). 

• Evaluate two models to derive local context 
by considering the linguistic features and 
term-dependency in a batch of tweets, 
respectively. 

• Experiments on two tweet data sets  
• Analysis and comparison of results. 

 
 
 

3.5 ALGORITHM EXPLANATION 

• As an application of tweet segmentation, we 
propose and evaluate two segment-based 
NER algorithms. Both algorithms are 
unsupervised in nature and take tweet 
segments as input. 

• One algorithm exploits co-occurrence of 
named entities in targeted Twitter streams 
by applying random walk (RW) with the 
assumption that named entities are more 
likely to co-occur together.  

• The other algorithm utilizes Part-of-Speech 
(POS) tags of the constituent words in 
segments 

To achieve high quality tweet segmentation, we 
proposed a generic tweet segmentation framework, 
named HybridSeg. HybridSeg learns from both global 
and local contexts, and has the ability of learning from 
pseudo feedback. 

 

4. MODULES 

• Admin Module 
• User Module 

4.1 Admin Module 
     In this module admin can register and he can login. 
After login he will do users list and delete users. He 
can see user’s tweets and he can delete also. He gets 
messages from users about earthquakes. Admin will 
confirm and he will forward to the all users in this 
site. 
 
4.2 User  Module 
 
     In this module user can register. And he can login. 
User can sent tweets to others and he will receive 
tweets from others. User can replay for others tweets. 
He can send only 140 characters tweets. He can 
search people in this site and he will follow other 
users and he will also followed by other users. He can 
send earthquakes reports to admin. And all users get 
earthquake alerts from admin. Whenever admin send 
earthquake alerts that time users are moving to 
another places. User can update his profile 
information and he can upload his photos. 
 
 
 

 
Fig.2 Hybridseg Framework without learning from 
pseudo feedback 
 
 
5. HYBRIDSeg FRAMEWORK 
 
The proposed HybridSeg framework segments tweets 
in batch mode. Tweets from a targeted Twitter stream 
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are grouped into batches by their publication time 
using a fixed time interval (e.g., a day). Each batch of 
tweets are then segmented by HybridSeg collectively. 

5.1 Tweet Segmentation 

Given a tweet t from batch T , the problem of tweet 
segmentation is to split the ` words in t = w1w2 : : :w` 
into m _ ` consecutive segments, t = s1s2:::sm, where 
each segment si contains one or more words. We 
formulate the tweet segmentation problem as an 
optimization problem to maximize the sum of 
stickiness scores of the m segments, shown in Figure 
3. A high stickiness score of segment s indicates that 
it is a phrase which appears “more than by chance”, 
and further splitting it could break the correct word 
collocation or the semantic meaning of the phrase. 
Formally, let C(s) denote the stickiness function of 
segment s. 
 
5.2 Segment based Named Entity Recognition 
In this paper, we select named entity recognition as 
a downstream application to demonstrate the benefit 
of tweet segmentation. We investigate two segment 
based NER algorithms. The first one identifies named 
entities from a pool of segments (extracted by 
HybridSeg) by exploiting the co-occurrences of 
named entities. The second one does so based on the 
POS tags of the constituent words of the segments. 
 
5.2.1 NER By Random Walk 
The first NER algorithm is based on the observation 
that a named entity often co-occurs with other named 
entities in a batch of tweets (i.e., the gregarious 
property).Based on this observation, we build a 
segment graph. A node in this graph is a segment 
identified by HybridSeg. An edge exists between two 
nodes if they co-occur in some tweets; and the weight 
of the edge is measured by Jaccard Coefficient 
between the two corresponding segments. A random 
walk model is then applied to the segment graph. 
 

 
Table 1.Three POS tags as the indicator of segment 
being a noun phrase 
 
5.2.2 NER By POS Tagger 
Due to the short nature of tweets, the gregarious 
Property may be weak. The second algorithm then 
explores the part-of-speech tags in tweets for NER 
by considering noun phrases as named entities using 
segment [20]  instead of word as a unit .A segment 
may appear in different tweets and its constituent 
words may be assigned different POS tags in these 

tweets. We estimate the likelihood of a segment being 
a noun phrase (NP) by considering the POS tags of its 
constituent words of all appearances. Table 1 lists 
three POS tags that are considered as the indicators of 
a segment being a noun phrase. 
 
 

6. RESULT 

 

 
Fig.3:Snapshot of user profile from user side 
 
Above figure fig.:3 shows the user profile which 
includes all details of user. Like profile photo of user, 
date of birth , mobile no. , name, etc 
 

 
 
Fig.4:Snapshot of create tweet message from user 
main 
 
Fig.4Create Tweet topic/messages from user 
module.we can tweet or user can tweet on one or 
more topic.He follows the likemost user and he can 
re-tweet on that topic.overall from all that we get, 
information.Quality of message is improved. 
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       Below Figure, Fig. 5 shows the graph of tweet 
segmentation details, it shows from Admin main. The 
topic wise graph is plotted. It also means that the 
discussion is on one topic is rising the graph.when 
more than one user is tweet on same topic.And the 
values of data are stored in database. 
 

 

Fig5: Snapshot of Tweet segmentation details 
graph 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we present the HybridSeg framework 
which segments tweets into meaningful phrases called 
segments using both global and local context. 
Through our framework, we demonstrate that local 
linguistic features are more reliable than term 
dependency in guiding the segmentation process. This 
finding opens opportunities for tools developed for 
formal text to be applied to tweets which are believed 
to be much more noisy than formal text. Tweet 
segmentation helps to preserve the semantic meaning 
of tweets, which subsequently benefits many 
downstream applications, e.g. named entity 
recognition. We identify from this paper to improve 
segment quality by considering more local factors.  
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